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Abstract-The boundary layer equations arising from the effects of a continuously moving flat 
plate under the action of a transverse applied magnetic field are converted into a system of ordinary 
differential equations subject to two-point boundary conditions by using the Local Nonsimilarity 
Method. An iterative method incorporating the shooting method is presented for solving both the 
two-equation and three-equation models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the boundary layer behavior on a continuous solid surface moving in an otherwise 
quiescent fluid began with the works of Sakiadis [l-3] who considered both a flat surface and 
a cylindrical surface. Such flows are important in a number of industrial processes such as the 
cooling of a metallic plate in a cool bath, etc. Further experimental and theoretical studies were 
later made by TSOU, Sparrow and Goldstein [4]. Other related works include Abdelhafez [5] who 
analyzed the effects of a accompanying parallel free stream and Vajravelu [6] who considered an 
oscillating stream. In addition, Carragher and Crane [7] studied the effects of radiation. 
In a recent paper, Yang and Chen [8] studied the effects of an applied magnetic field on such 
a continuously moving flat plate in a conducting fluid. An approximate analytical technique 
employing a power-series expansion was used to investigate the velocity field. The velocity com- 
ponent in the streamwise direction was derived in terms of a parameter B defined by 
B(x) = z$Lo syxc), 
which involves the magnetic field Hvo. Note that this definition of B contains the boundary layer 
thickness 6(x) which is a variable dependent on x and is unknown before the problem is solved. 
One difficulty with this approach is that if we start with a particular flow configuration with a 
given strength of the applied magnetic field, it is difficult to determine the value of B(x) at a 
given z station as b can only be found after the problem is solved. 
In this paper, we shall use a more natural definition of the magnetic parameter that is inde- 
pendent of the boundary layer thickness and present a solution based on the local nonsimilarity 
method of Sparrow, Quack and Boerner [9]. In this method, we convert the partial differential 
equations describing the problem to a set of ordinary differential equations subject to two-point 
boundary conditions. An iterative technique involving the shooting method is also presented to 
simplify the solution of the resulting coupled boundary value problem. 
2. FORMULATION 
Consider a long and continuous 
under the influence of an external 
sheet which is issued from a slot with a steady speed U, 
applied magnetic field of constant strength H30. The fluid 
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environment is assumed quiescent and has a small electrical conductivity C. The reader is referred 
to [8] for further details of the formulation. The boundary layer equations are 
&+aO=O, 
dY 
0) 
au du a% upZH,lJ 
u~+v~=uay2- p u, (2) 
where pe is the magnetic permeability. The boundary conditions are 
u = u,, at y = 0, (3) 
v = 0, at y = 0, (4) 
u=v=o 7 at y = co. (5) 
We shall first transform the above equations and conditions to a form that is more suitable for 
the present analysis by introducing the new streamwise variable n and the stream function $ as 
follows: 
It can be readily verified that the continuity equation is identically satisfied. The momentum 
equation then becomes 
where M = u,LL~H,o/(~u,) and f’ denotes $$. 
The boundary conditions in terms of the new variables are now 
f(x, 0) = 0, f’(x,O) = 1, f’(x, co) = 0. (7) 
In practice, the last condition is imposed at a sufficiently large distance from the plate. This 
distance can be readily determined. 
3. LOCAL NONSIMILARITY METHOD 
The local nonsimilarity method was proposed by Sparrow, Quack and Boerner [9] to solve 
nonsimilar boundary layer problems. The partial differential equations involved are transformed 
into ordinary differential equations. ‘This method is conceptually simple and has the advantage of 
being applicable locally and independently of information from other streamwise positions. The 
main assumption of the method is that for x # 0, the derivatives involving & are small and can 
be neglected. To use the method, we let 
so that the momentum equation (6) and its boundary conditions (7) become 
f”’ + ;ff” + x(gf” - f’g’) - Mxf’ = 0, 
f(G0) = 0, f’(x,O) = 1, f’(x, co) = 0. 
(9) 
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Now we differentiate equation (9) with respect to z, giving 
g”’ + fW - (f’ + Mz)g’ + $f”g - Mf’) + 2 &gf” - f’g’) = 0. 
The boundary conditions (7) are also differentiated to give 
LJ(? 0) = 0, !?‘(GO) = 0, g’(z, oo) = 0. 
The Two-Equation Model 
(10) 
It is seen that only the last term on the left hand side of equation (10) contains the derivative &. 
If this term is assumed to be small and neglected, this equation will then be an ordinary differential 
equation. This assumption is made yielding the following set of equations: 
f”’ + if,!! + x(f”g - f’g’) - Mzf’ = 0, (11) 
g”’ + ;fg)) - (f’ + Mz)g’ + i(f”g - Mf’) = 0, (12) 
f(? 0) = 0, f’(& 0) = 1, f’(? 00) = 0, (13) 
g(z,O) = 0, S’(GO) = 0, g’(2, co) = 0. (14) 
The problem becomes a coupled system of ordinary differential equations in f and g subject to 
two-point boundary conditions. Equations (ll)-( 14) f orm what is known as the Two-Equation 
Model. Implicit in the assumption of the method is that the magnitude of g should be much 
smaller than that of f. It will be seen from the computational 
case. 
The Three-Equation Model 
The accuracy of the solutions obtained in the two-equation 
improved by proceeding to the next stage, the three-equation 
analogous to equation (8), the function h as follows: 
h(x q) = ag = a2f 
ax ax21 
results that this is actually the 
model presented above can be 
model. We begin by defining, 
(15) 
and reconsider equation (10) in full, i.e., without neglecting the term z&(gf” - f’s’). Equa- 
tion (10) is then differentiated with respect to x to give 
h”‘+ ffh”- (2f’+ Mx)h’+ ;f”h+ (3gg”- 2gt2 - 2Mg’) 
+ x $-(9//g + f”h - gt2 - f’h’) = 0. 
As was done in the two-equation model, the last term on the left hand side involving the partial 
derivative -& is assumed to be small and neglected. The full set of equations is 
f”’ + +I’ + x(f”g - f’g’) - Mxf’ = 0, (16) 
g”’ + ;fg” - (f’ + Mx)g’ + ;f”g - Mf’ + x(gg” + f”h - gt2 - f’h’) = 0, (17) 
h”‘+ ffh”- (2f’+ Mx)h’+ ;f”h+(3gg” -2gt2 - 2Mg’) = 0, (18) 
f(x,O) = 0, f/(x,0) = 1, f’(X? co) = 0, (19) 
g(x, 0) = 0, g’(x, 0) = 0, g’(x, 00) = 0, (20) 
h(x,O) = 0, h’(x,O) = 0, h/(x, co) = 0. (21) 
As noted in the case of the two-equation model, we expect the magnitude of h to be much 
smaller than that of g, which in turn should be much smaller than that of f. 
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4. SOLUTION METHOD 
Even though methods such as multiple shooting exist for the numerical integration of such 
equations, we shall solve the systems (ll)-(14) and (16)-(21) in the following way. 
Two-Equation Model 
We first consider the solution at 2 = 0. Note that equation (11) reduces to the Blasius equation: 
f”’ + ffy = 0. 
This equation does not contain the magnetic parameter M and is uncoupled from the equation 
in g. However, the solution is not the usual Blasius solution because the boundary conditions 
are not the same. Blasius’s equation subject to (13) can be readily solved by using a shooting 
method together with the Runge-Kutta algorithm. 
After f(0, rl), f’(0, rl), and f”(0, V) are obtained, equation (12) is in fact a nonhomogeneous 
linear differential equation which can be solved by a simple superposition of two solutions as 
follows. 
Let g = crgi + 92, where cz is a constant which is to be determined. Suppose gi is the solution 
of (12) subject to the conditions 
and g2 is the solution of (12) subject to the conditions 
then CY = g~(oo)/g~(oo). 
After the solution at x = 0 is known, we proceed to the next x station which is given, in 
general, by xi+1 = zi + Ax. In contrast to the solution at x = 0, equations (11) and (12) 
are now coupled. However, we shall solve them by using the following iterative technique. We 
approximate equation (8) by 
Af = g(z, rl)Ax, 
which can be written as 
f(xi+~, V) = g(xi, q)Ax + f(xi, rl). 
In addition, we also have similar relations for f’ and f”: 
(224 
f’(xi+r, 7)) = g’(xi> rl)Ax + f’(xi, rl), (22b) 
f”(xi+i, 17) = g”(xi, v)Aa: + f”(xi, 77). (22c) 
These give approximate solutions for f(~i+i,q) and its derivatives with respect to 77. The 
equation in g, again, becomes a linear equation and is readily solved by superposition as explained 
above. This (approximate) solution for g is then used in equation (11) to yield an improved 
solution for f, which is in turn used in equation (12) to give a better g. This iterative scheme 
is carried out until Ifl+,(xi+i, co) - fl( z +I, co)1 < E, where the subscripts n and n + 1 denote i 
two successive iterations. 
Three-Equation Model 
The solution process adopted is similar to that presented for the solution of the two-equation 
model. At x = 0, equation (16) is uncoupled from (17) and (18) and can be solved as before. 
Equation (17) is also uncoupled from (18) and is a nonhomogeneous linear equation after f(0, r]) 
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is known. It can therefore be solved by superposition of two solutions as before. The same is 
true for (18). 
For the other streamwise positions xi+1 = xi + Ax, the equations (16)-(18) are coupled. We 
again calculate an approximate f(xi+i, r]), f’(xi+i, Q), and f”(xi+i, 7) as in equations (22a,b,c). 
These are then used in (17) to get approximate solutions g(xi+i, Q), g’(xi+r, Q), and g”(xi+i, q). 
These approximate solutions are then used in (18) to generate an approximate h(xi+i,q), thus 
completing one iterative cycle. 
The next cycle is started by solving equation (16) based on the set of approximate solutions 
for g(xi+i, q) and h(xi+i, 7) which were obtained in the previous cycle. This iterative process is 
continued until the convergence condition jf$+,( x +I, co) - fl(xi+l, cm)1 < E is satisfied. i 
It is seen that the computational results for f differ only a little from those obtained in the 
two-equation model. The magnitudes of h(x, q) are much smaller than those of g(x, q), which in 
turn are very small compared to those of f (x, 7). 
5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
All computations in this work were carried out on IBM PC compatible computers (386 and 
486 machines). It was found that convergence could be achieved quickly, especially for the 
2-equation model. Some selected results for several values of the magnetic parameter M are 
shown in Tables 1-3. 
Table 1. Magnetic parameter M = 0.01. 
2 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
f”(X> 0) g”(X, 0) h”(x, 0) 
-0.443751 -0.006649 
-0.443751 -0.006649 
-0.444423 -0.006645 
-0.444421 -0.006691 
-0.445096 -0.006642 
-0.445091 -0.006689 
-0.445768 -0.006638 
-0.445760 -0.006687 
-0.446440 -0.006634 
-0.446429 -0.006684 
-0.447113 -0.006631 
-0.447098 -0.006682 
-0.447785 -0.006627 
-0.447767 -0.006680 
-0.448458 -0.006624 
-0.448435 -0.006678 
-0.449130 -0.006620 
-0.449104 -0.006676 
-0.449803 -0.006617 
-0.449772 -0.006674 
-0.450475 -0.006613 
-0.450440 -0.006671 
0.000021 
0.000022 
0.000022 
0.000022 
0.000022 
0.000022 
0.000021 
0.000021 
0.00002 1 
0.000021 
0.000021 
Table 1 shows computed results for f”(x, 0), g”(x, 0) and h”(x, 0) for values of x = O.O(O.1)l.O 
when the magnetic parameter M = 0.01. For each value of x, the first row of values is for the 
P-equation model and the second row is for the S-equation model. It is clear that the 2-equation 
model gives almost the same results as for the S-equation model. The values of g”(x, 0) are very 
much smaller than those of f”(z,O), and the values of h”(x,O) are, in turn, very much smaller 
than those of g”(z, 0). The same is true for the magnitudes of f(x, 0), g(z, 0), and h(x, 0). 
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X 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Table 2. Magnetic parameter M = 0.1. Table 3. Magnetic parameter M = 0.5. 
f”(X, 0) g”(“, 0) h”(x, 0) 
-0.443751 -0.062907 
-0.443751 -0.062907 
-0.450684 -0.062589 
-0.450467 -0.066919 
-0.457612 -0.062272 
-0.457160 -0.066707 
-0.464533 -0.061957 
-0.463831 -0.066496 
-0.471446 -0.061642 
-0.470480 -0.066284 
-0.478350 -0.061329 
-0.477107 -0.066072 
-0.485245 -0.061018 
-0.483712 -0.065860 
-0.492128 -0.060708 
-0.490296 -0.065647 
-0.498999 -0.060399 
-0.496858 -0.065435 
-0.505857 -0.060093 
-0.503398 -0.065222 
-0.512700 -0.059788 
-0.509917 -0.065009 
0.002030 
0.002105 
0.002099 
0.002093 
0.002087 
0.002081 
0.002074 
0.002068 
0.002061 
0.002054 
0.002047 
x 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
f”(x, 0) g”(X, 0) 
-0.443751 -0.250742 
-0.443751 -0.250742 
-0.481024 -0.245292 
-0.476966 -0.329318 
-0.517441 -0.239977 
-0.509627 -0.323962 
-0.552973 -0.234823 
-0.541753 -0.318573 
-0.587600 -0.229847 
-0.573368 -0.313145 
-0.621319 -0.225064 
-0.604488 -0.307676 
-0.654137 -0.220478 
-0.635127 -0.302172 
-0.686070 -0.216093 
-0.665291 -0.296646 
-0.717145 -0.211907 
-0.694984 -0.291116 
-0.747393 -0.207914 
-0.724201 -0.285604 
-0.776848 -0.204108 
-0.752938 -0.280133 
h”(x, 0) 
0.046508 
0.055929 
0.054996 
0.053953 
0.052804 
0.051556 
0.050219 
0.048806 
0.047333 
0.045814 
0.044268 
lo r----- _,_.___ __ .‘ _ ” 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
f’ 
Figure 1. Velocity profiles at z = 0.5 for M = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 
Table 2 lists the corresponding results for &I = 0.1. The magnitudes of f11(x, 0), g”(x,O), 
and h”(x, 0) again follow the same trend as in Table 1. However, the values of g”(x, 0) and h”(x, 0) 
are now somewhat closer to those of f”(x,O). In Table 3, where A4 = 0.5, g”(x, 0) is now 
comparable to f”(x, 0), indicating that the 2-equation model may not yield results that are 
accurate enough, and the 3-equation model should be used for this case and also for higher values 
of M. 
These results demonstrate that for a given magnetic field strength, the skin friction increases 
as we move in the downstream direction. Moreover, at a given x station, the skin friction is a 
monotonically increasing function of the magnetic field strength. 
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Figure 1 gives the velocity profiles at a single point CC = 0.5 for M = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. The 
behaviour of these curves shows that increasing the magnetic field strength makes the boundary 
layer thinner. 
It is not possible to compare the results with those in [8] because there is no simple relationship 
between their A and B and the parameter M in this paper. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A more natural definition for the magnetic parameter has been used in the formulation of the 
magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow due to a continuously moving flat plate. The local 
nonsimilarity method has been demonstrated to be an efficient method for solving the governing 
boundary layer equations. Accurate solutions can be readily obtained on a microcomputer using 
the iterative scheme presented here. 
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